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at Florence, Arizona, .lose Lopez and
Francisco Torres, were arrested with
and were
Vlllareal at Douglass
charged with having enlisted men to
launch a new revolution in violation
of the neutrality laws.

Order to Advance Giver
Jimenez. Mex.. May 2 Via El Paso.
eneral
May
(Delayed in Transit
Orozco Issued the
APPOINTS
CONGRESS
NATIONAL
order for the advance of his army of
COMMISSION TO CONFER
7,000 men on
the federal posl fon
WITH REBELS.
south of here at Mapiml and Torreon.
Fearing that the federals have mined
the
railroad, the troops will march
NECESSARY
INTERVENTIONJS
over the desert. It is thought that
this would require four aays. Oroeo
UNITED STATES states that he will establish new
DECLARE8
SO
JUST RETURNED
MARSHAL
headquarters at Rellano district to
direct the campaign.
FROM THE BORDER.
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wire communication last night, the
water having buried the cross arms :m
the telegraph poles.
Special trains
were run between New Roads to a
point near Torras last night to bring
out refugees. Hundreds of people,
forced from their homes by the water, were picked up 3t several stations
and brought to New Roads, but many
refused (to leave, preferring to take
chanrea wittr tft vatar. in c;ci'.'
locality farmers could be seen herding livestock to the levees.

n

30,-00-

Americans Ace Insulted.
Galveston, Tex., May 3. United
Middle Louisiana Menaced
States Marshal Brewster, just returnNew Orleans, May 3. Exerting its
ed from the Mexican border, is of the
tremendous Btrength against the walls
opinion that there is small hope for
of
in
conditions
of
weakening dykes, the Mississippi's
peace or betterment
to menace
angry torrent continues
Mexico in the near future, and, other
the fertile ecres and prosperous towns
than intervention, there is but little
of middle Louisiana to:ly. The levee
to be done on the part of the United
let go near Bayou Sara, a town on the
States.
east bank of the river. It !s feared
"The Mexicans are insulting our
that by night the entire town will be
citizens every day," said Brewster,
a turning
inundated with water from four to 15
"and it is bound
feet deep.
point some time. In many cities they
The front levee at Baton Hoitge is
are posting placards reading 'run you
Flynn Weighs 221.
expected to go out at any minute. Six
cowards, run.'
Kansas City, May 3. 'This is noil
hundred men are working out. a pro-t"This has been taken up over a
for champion
bad
a
be
President
year
levee at the south end of the
tectloa
following
large territory
Taft's proclamation advising Ameri- said Jim Flynn, the Pueblo beat town and anotner force IsworWng
who was here a few hours to--' mogt hopelessly to sav
the Baiton
cans to get out. Our people, of
course being in a minority, can do lit- - day en route to I as Vegas, N. M., tojRouge f,ity waterworka plant and
for his fight wltn eraf;e
training
tie but take the insults."
puinpine station from overriow.
Jack Johnson July 4.
There is alarm among some of the
Flynn said he weighed 220 pounds, residents of New Orleans over the
Mexico Demands Investigation.
Boise, Idaho, May 3. At the de but he does not expect to tip the situation here as
the water is a
nied of the Mexican government a beam at more than 190 when he en- half foot above all records. The flood
aweeMng investigation will be made ters the rinc; with the negro cham still is rising and in places in the
by the Utorney general of Idaho into plon.
busines district is being held back by
"I feel just right at that weight,
the killing 0f Ramon Herera, a Mexisandbag topping. The engineers here,
can hv ChW nt Police Smith a be said.
declare that while then; may
however,
Grove City, IthJio, on April 9. Herera
be some alight overflow, there iff not
was shot while attempting to escar-the slightest danger of a break In
arrest for disordey conduct. Hirf
TUNNEL IS COMPLETED.
the levees protecting the city. Upfriends complained to the Mexican
Ariz.,
Yuma,
May 3 Shrieking
where thousands of a re of
state,
consul that the killing was unneces- whistles and the cheers of enthusiland have been flooded and
fertile
sary and that the coroner's inquest astic townspeople and farmers an- hundreds of
s
driven from
was held secretly.
nounced the practical completion tohome, rescue work is rapi Ily proday of the 95 foot tunnel, which Is ceeding.
Revolutionists Arrested
the largest unit and most Important
Eight persons were droed hts i
Los Angeles, May 3. United States adjunct of the Ltina dam irrigation
when the Mississippi ri'er
secret service agents here were
project. The fourteen foot bore un- levee near Morganza,
bicke,
La.,
Manuel
of
arrest
of
the
river which wi!'.
today
der the Colorado
country.
the
surrounding
Vlllareal, one of the Magonista lead- carry water to irrigate 90,000 acres flooding
Bayou 3ara is from five to 15 feet
ers against Madero last year, at Uoug-las- between the dam and the Mexican
water ittois afternoon and all
under
counterof
a
on
charge
Arizona,
border, was driven to the California
of
Sel-lestopping the crevasse have
hopes
Vlllareal,
that
is
It
side
and
alleged
this
feiting.
morning,
Engineer
The break now has
abandoned.
been
who was formerly paymaster of the
expressed the belief that water
75
and still is grow
to
feet
widened
the
financed
would be flowing through it by the
Magonista movement,
ing with the lower portion of SI.
Lower California rebellion with coun- middle of June.
Frandaville three feet under water.
terfeit money. Secret Service Agent
No loss of life has been reported.
bureau
the
of
George Hezen, head
outfit,
the
Serious Trouble Denied
BAR
said
WOULD
counterfeiting
OFFICIALS
here,
which Vlllareal is alleged to have
Washington, May 3. RepresentaTelephone messages received here
tised, had been captured by the United tive Hull of Texas, democrat, today from Morganza and New Roads today
Stats authorities.
introduced a bill intended to pre- denied the report of the break in t'ne
Vlllareal with Ricardo Magon and vent government employes from par- weet Mississippi river levee north of
two other liberal leaders were arrest- ticipation In the presidential
Morganza. It was said a slight over-flor having official connection
ed three years ago In this city at the
wnear Ijecour and some dangerous
instance of President Diaz and charg- with any organization or movement crayfish holes caused the circulation
ed with violation of the neutrality looking to such an election. The bill of the reported break In the embanklaws. They spent two years as gov- would impose a maximum
fine of ment. The situation at Morganza.
ernment prisoners in the penitentiary $500 and summary dismissal
however, is considered desperate.
ch
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Chicago,
May 3. The range of
wo' id
prices for the
championship fight at Las Vegas,
July 4, will be $25, $20 and $10. This
was the statement of Jack Curley.
promoter of ihe fight, here lust nl.V.it.
He added that the arena, if filled to
capacity, will net the promoters $1
This would mean a (laying investment, he said, for all concerned.
Las Vegas promoters were anxious
for a general admission ticket but
Curley argued against it, holding that
the patrons of such a snow would be
eager to pay the extra amount to be
sure of a place of vantage. Jim
Flynn and Curley left for the scene of
the proposed match last night, Flynn
to begin his training and Curley to
superintendent the building of tne
arena.

3,

UNION MODIFICATION

ASKS

g

PROMOTER
ANNOUNCES
THAT
ADMISSION PRICES WILL BE
$25. $20 AND $10.

MAY

IERVI

Burn
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railway has been burned.
The British cruiser Algerine will
reach Mazatlan, on the west coast of
Mexico, in a week to take aboard
British refugees who may desire to
depart. Although the vessel's itinerary was not made known to the state
department, it is probable, say officials, she will follow the same course
as the army transport Buford. Similar qorvlce helnir performed on the
east coast by the cruiser Melpomene

FRIDAY,

TELEGRAPH

to

The bishops' report stated that
of 2,057 district superintendents
ineffective the
had
pronounced
amusement paragraph in the church
discipline. The bishops further rec
TO
NO
ommended:
"The instead of having two tem
perance societies as represented in
the
league and the Me
thodlst Church Temperance society,
the church have only one, suggesting SO HE TELLS A LARGE
BREAKING DYKES IN THE MISMEMBERS
OF
TO
SOCIETIES
TO METHODIST BISHOPS REFER
CROWD
the abolition of the tatter side. That
AT
SISSIPPI
UNPRECECAUSE
CARD PLAYING AND DANCING
WHICH TITA-NICCREW BE
IN
A
MD.,
SALISBURY,
the church return to the limit of fhe
DENTED DAMAGE
REGULATIONS
LONGED ATTEND INQUIRY.
SPEECH
TODAY.
was
In
force
as
for
pastorates,
years
prior to 1900. Child labor and boyin disputes between capital
THE BOSSES AND THE PEOPLE
PROPERTY
LOSS
IMMENSE ENGLAND IS PROSING
DEEP LET LAYMEN DECIDE QUESTION cotting
and labor were denounced and President Taft was Indorsed for attempts
RECSPECIAL
18
TRAINS ARE TAKING HER COMMISSION
DELVING HEAD8 OF DENOMINATION
18
to promote International peace. At- COLONEL 8A.YS THE "LINE-UP- "
REFUGEES
OUT OF TORRAS,
BETWEEN THESE TWO
fNTO PERTINENT FACT8 REtempts by any religious body to inOMMEND RETURN TO TEACHterfere wit the civil status of marCLASSES.
GARDING DISASTER.
LA., PARISH
INGS OF WESLEY
riages of their members performed
by clergymen of other denominations
BIDS FOR NEGRO SUPPORT
BATON ROUGE IS THREATENED ATTENTION FOCUSED DIRECTLY WHAT ABOUT WALL STREET? was denounced.

Rebels.
Paso, Tex., May I. Secretary of
State Knox passed through here toTHESE AND OTHER INSULTS ARE day on his way to California. He de- WATER IN THAT VICINITY HAS
ATTAINED A MARK NEVER
clined to receive a delegation of
. HURLED AT AMERICANS IN
BEFORE RECORDED
Mexican
rebel
who
representatives
SI8TER REPUBLIC.
wished tc talk on the subject of the
recognition of their belligerency. Mr.
New Roads, La., May :t. The Yel
Washington, May 3. The appoint- Knox, said that his trip to the coast
low
waters of the Mississippi river toa
ment by the Mexican congress of
was a personal affair. He had made
are weeping through a 1,00 foot
day
to
treat
commission
directly no
peace
arrangements to interview Ameri- breach in the levee at Torras in an
with the revolutionists is regarded by can
refugees from Metxico, but would
torrent. It is diflicult
state department officials as signifi- be glad in a
personal way to listen to to estimate the financial loss that
cant. It is believed to indicate that
any that had information to impart
must come to Hie whole of one parish
the Mexican congress has determined,
enPointe Coupe and parts of several
in
to act on its own initiative
(Continued on Page Five)
hun-- I
hurt) Is certain it will
war.
No
to
the
others,
terminate
deavoring
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
indication has reached here as to
"The sugar cane, cotton, l ice and corn
whether President Madero has given
his approval.
CURLEY AND FLYNN ON KTops, which were well advanced,
wil be a total loss awl the loss of
Conditions in Salina Cruz are belivestock will be heavy.
coming serious, according to reports.
WAY TO LAS VEGAS
Below Jucitan, a bridge on the
Torras was practically cut off tro'n
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THE COMMISSION WILL TRY TO IT. 18 DECLARED STOCK GAMLEARN WHY THE SHIP DISBLING IS AS BAD A8 ANY
REGARDED WARNINGS.

OTHER

London, May 3. The attorney general, Sir Rufus Isaacs, today addressed the wreck Commission which is Investigating the loss of the White
Star liner Titanic, setting forth the
pacts as understood by the government and laying emphasis on the evidence that 21 knots was maintained
after the warnings of ice had been
received.
When the court opened, Lord Mersey, who heads the commission, granted permission to President Lewis of
the Seamen's union and to an attorney for the Imperial Mercantile Gu'.ld
to participate in the proceedings 'lite
union is a new organization composed
of 4,000 Southampton sailors.
Two
were emhundred and twenty-eigh- t
ployed on the Titanic and of these
only 77 survived. The officers of the
Titanic were members of the guild.
The inuiry is likely to extend over
several weeks.
The court displayed interest In the
warnings of loehloh the Cunan
liner Caronia 'anff the Mte SUr
steamer Baltic sent to the Titanic
oa April 14. Lord Mersey asked:
"Am I right. In supposing that the
ran into the ice region after a warning had been received?"
"Yes," 'replied the attorney general. Sir Rufus said the Titanic's capacity was 3,547 persons and that sne
carried 14 lite boats, two cutters, foui'
collapsible lifeboats, accommodating
1,167 persons and 3,560 life belts. Tic?
vessel carried 1,316 passengers and
892 persons in her crew.
She was fitted with 15 tmlkhetds
and several watertight doors, ne t g
designed to float in the event of any
two adjoining compartments
being
flooded, under which condition the
top of the bulkhead would b 2ffe o:
3 feet above1 water.
The Titri ic's
speed, the attorney sene.'cl (.aid, tn
April 14 was 21 knots, which was never lessened up to the time of the collision. On that day the Caronia nnd
the Baltic had sent wireless messages
to the Titanic stating that icsnergs,
"growlers" and "fielders" were in iier
track. Sir Rufus anounced that particular attention would be given to
these three points:
"The) Titanic's speed afte.- - the
warnings of ice had been rece'ved;
the insufficient number of Hfe boats
for the persons carried hv the steamer; the construction of the water-tigh-t
compartments"
He gave a detailed analysis of the
numbers of saved and lost by classes
and sections, and indicate! he considered that the disproportlonace cumber of first class passengers rescued
should be a matter of inquLT- The
court has arranged to adjourn until
Tuesday.
-

JOY FOR HOMESTEADERS.

Denver, Colo., May 3 The bill, introduced by Senator Guggenheim,
which provides that residence on,
and cultivation of, an original homestead entry where final proof has
been made shall apply to an additional entry under the enlarged homestead act, today was snorted favorably to the senate, according to advices received here. The bill also
provides that it shall not be so construed as to require reBiaence upon
both original and additional entries
of address of five years, provided that
if such additional entry be
it shall he within six miles of
the original entry.

Minneapolis,

FORM

Minn.,

May

3

"The

American people are too far advanced
longer to be restricted by church

rules as to what their amusements
shall be. The rules prohibiting dancing, card playing, gambling and going to theaters, circuses and horse
races, therefore, should be abolished."
This is the gist of a report presented today to the general conference of the Methodist EpiscogjaJ
church by the board of bishops. In
recommending this radical change,
the 24 active bishops stipulated that
the church, however, should not be indifferent on these subjects but that
the iteople- - should be. left to judge for
themselves which is right or wrong
in amusement, having before them
only the injunction of John Wesley
which forbid "the taking of such diversions as cannot he taken in the
name of the Lord Jesus."
The bishops declared the church
theater- ( iterated its opposition to
the.
rule In
"and
onir
rambling, but
force since 1872, could not fix a point
between "the turf and the stock market."
The bishops' report was delivered
by Bishop Earl Cranston of Washington, D. C, and it formed a section
of the episcopal address, the first half
which had been given the day before.
"We would joyfully acclaim the
day when every Christian would abstain from the amusemenits which
have been prohibited, but we cant
Wesley
repress our conviction that
dealt more wisely with the danger.
The biishons, therefore, jreoomittend
a return to the consistent treatment
of this subject by Wesley and the
more earnestly because we are dealing with the American people and the
injustice of the twentieth century.
"As a church we cannot approve
dancing and theater going. They are
questionable amusements. To us, ;is
to several of our sister churches, they
who justify these amusements as consistent with the spiritual life seem to
manifest a deplorable lack of spiritual perception.
"Again we stand unitedly against
gambling and we recognize clearly
that it. is the same sin in Wall street
that it is in the lowest resort, but
we have never ventured legislatively
to fix the point where the race track
gambler, passing from the turf to the
stock market, becomes a respectable
business man eligible to church membership and the chairman of the board
of trustees.
In our absolute helplessness before
this question we must continue to allow' the world to suspect that the larger the stake and the more reckless
of public wealth the gain, the less vl
cious the crime, provided the winner
pays tithes to religion or benevolence."
The conference adopted a resolution condemning James Wilson, secre
tary of agriculture, for attending theH
International Brewer's congress last
October.
After naming President Taft ss
having been asked to prevent Secretary Wilson's presence at the congress, the resolution dec:ares that
"those In authority have forfeited
all claim on the future franchise ot
the Christian and sober manhood of
the nation.
"Secretary Wilson's ex
planation of his action was described
as "a most frivolous, fallacious and
stereotyped excuse."
i

REED

18

BITTER

Washington, May 3. Senator Reed
of Missouri, resuming hit speech on
the workmen's compensation hill in
the senate today, denounced the
measure as the most revolutionary
legislation undertaken for 20 years
He said It would wipe out all common law rights as well as state stat-uteand acts of congress.

WILL DECIDE CONTESTS

TALKS

TO

COLORED

CONTIN-GENT-

,

ASKING THEM TO BE
INDEPENDENT.

Salisbury, Md., May 3. Colonel
Roosevelt carried his fight for the
presidential nomination into Maryland today, beginning at Salisbury.
He spoke here this morning to several thousand persons at an outdoor
meeting and received a cordial greeting!.
Colonel

Roosevelt said he felt he

ONLY ON THEIR MERITS had the right to come to this pvt
MEMBERS OF THE
REPUBLICAN
HOUSE TAKE IMPORTANT 'ACTION ON THE QUESTION

Santa Fe. N. M., My 3. A meeting
of the republican stall executive committee was held yesterday afternoon
and last night. At the night session
Speaker Baca and five members of
the republican majority in the house,
met with the committee. Nothing
was permitted to .leak as to what
took place at that meeting, but It Is
understood that matters Of pnrty legislation were thoroughly discussed.
At a meeting of the committee on
ways and means of the house, to
which the house yesterday referred
s
the contest cases of Linwood vs.
and Pacheco vs. Martinez, it
was decided by resolution that no action on these cases would be taken
without first submitting It to a cau
cus of the house republicans. The
resolution, it is said, was presented
It provides
by Charles C. Catron.
that while these cases will be considered from a party standpoint, they
will be decided strictly on their merits and on the showing of thecon-testants- .
The effect of this resolution
is to prevent sudden action in the
house by any combination that can
be formed. The democrats view It
as a victory for the republicans. The
republicans say It is simply to se
cure a square deal for all concerned.
The resolution was adopted only after
a heated debate, but the republicans
voted solidly for St. They control the
committee on ways and means.
The senate today passed an act
artesian
regulating and protecting
wells and appointing a uniform laws
commission consisting of James M.
Hervey of Roswell; Harry M. Dough
erty of Socorro and Louis C. Ilfeld of
Las Vegas. It tabled a bill to abolish
punishment. Governor Mc
capita
Donald sent to the senate the appointment of a statural resources com
mission to consist of A. A. Jones of
Las Vegas; Arthur Seligman, Santa
Fe; Solomon Luna, Los Lunas. A
board of optometry, Robert J. Taupert
of Las Vegas; C. H. Carnes, Albu-querque; T. E. Presley, Roswell; and!
a board of regents of the New Mejrtco
Normal School at Silver City: V. T.
Manvill, Jackson Agee, C. Warriott
A. W. Cooley, Silver City; John W.
Cas-ado-

!

Oorbertt, Demlng.

SHIP STILL AFLOAT.
3.
The government todenied
the
report from Constanday
tinople that the Italian battleship He
been driven on the
Umberto had
rocks by a storm and sunk off the
Trlpolitania coast near Zuara.
Rome, May

NEW

UNIVERSITY

HEAD

Cheyenne, Wyo., May 3. Dr. Clyde
Augustus Dunlway, president of the
University of Montana, has been
elected president of the University of
Wyoming by a board of trustees, succeeding Dr. Charles O. Mertca.

of the country to make his appeal, s
he believed the present contest to be
greater than a mere party struggle
and that it was one in which he was
entitled to the1 support of the men of
all parties. He repeated his statement that the present campaign was
a "straight lineup" between the political bosses and the people.
The colonel left Salisbury by special train for the remainder of the
day's tour, which will take him
through east Maryland to Wilmington,
Del. From here he was to go to
Havre) De Grace for a speech, and
thence to Baltimore to make an address tonight. He is to remain over
night in Baltimore.
"The man who pays a bribe for a
vote and the man who takes a bribe
are both of them guilty of high treason to the republic," said Colonel
Roosevelt in his speech here.
'fThe man who sells his vote," said
Colonel jRoosevelty f'is not only a
traitor to himself, but he is a traitor
1
to the cause of
wish that all good citizens would jott
together to see that there is no corruption at the primaries. I ask every
decent colored man in this state to
see to it that no colored man sells
his vote in this primary. Unscrupulous white men are willing to debauch the colored man, taking advantage of his needs. The colored man
who sells his vote is doing immeasurable harm to his own race.
"If anv man attempts to purchase
a vote in my interest, I'll take more
trouble to 'cinch' him than any one
else. I don'twant to win unless by
straight methods, but I'm bound to
see that our opponents don't win by
crooked methods."
"You can't go against us if you are
loyal to your own interests," said Colonel Roosevelt. "We
stand for the basic principle upon
which this government was founded.
"We, who stand for the progressive
cause have everywhere insisted upon
direct primaries to select the nominee
for president. Our opponents, headed, I am sorry to say, by President
Taft, have said that they distrusted
the impulsive judgment of the people.

"I ask you to speak for yourselves
polls. Don't have your votes
delivered by anybody. Our opponents have said that we are attacking
the organization here. We are not
attacking it so far as it represents
the people. We believe in organization most emphatically. We want to
have the organization strong. But it
should represent the plain people.
"I can't make any appeal either to
the boss or the big corporation man
don't
who stands back of the boss.
expect the boss to be with us
this movement isn't healthy tor
bosses. The big corporati i man
ought to be with us if he doesn't want
anything more than a square deal.
He is entitled to his own vote, but h
Is entitled to only one vote.

at the

1

(Continued on Page Five)
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Section 1, creates the state land office with the commissioner of public
lands in complete charge of public
land affairs.
Section 2, provides for the land
commissioner's seal and enumerates
specifically the various powers of the
commissioner of public lands.
Section 3, provides for a bond of
150,000 by the land commissioner, the
premium to be paid by the state It
LEGISLATURE REPUBLICANS FORthe bond is given by a surety comGET DIFFERENCES AND PREpany.
PARE TO GO TO WORK.
Section 4, authorizes the appointment of an assistant land commli-soine- r
Santa Fe, N. M., April May 3. Pre,
at $2,000 a year, one cashte
ident Pro Tem Miera of the senate
who shall act as chief clerk at $l,8tt
yesterday afternoon appointed the per year; three clerks at $1,200 each;
to act with a
following committee
one olerk at $900 besides such addisimilar house committee to bo ap- tional assistance as may be noednd
pointed by Speaker Baca, for the pur- not to exceed an annual expense of
pose of agreeing on a legislatlvs pro- $2,500.
gram during the remainder Of UM
Section 5, provides that the expense
session:
of inspecting, appraising and investiSenator E. A Miera.
gating state lands shall be paid out of
Senator H. B. Holt
the state lands maintenance fund
Senator E. C. Crampton.
Section 6, provides that the state
Senator John S. Clark.
lands maintenance fund shall receive
Senator Gregory Page.
of the income dertvel
20 per cent
The house adjourned to 2 ("clock from
state lands except the lands
any
this afternoon, immediately upon congranted for the payment of the Grant
vening, so as to give Speaker Baca and Santa Fe county railroad aid
time to appoint the house republican
fttonds.
steering committee of five and to
Sections 7 to 11, make detailed prohave It meet with the senate commit- visions for accounting and payments
tee and the republican state executive out of and into various funds.
committee which resumed Its sessions
Section 12 makes all state lands
this afternoon.
subject to lease.
The republican bouse caucus yesSection 13 provides that ihf miniterday afternoon adopted a resolution mum rental shall be 2 per cent oi
that any action on the two pending the true value determined by ap
contests in the house, that of J. W.
pralsement but no lease to be for less
(Linwood vs. J. D. Casados, and that than $10 a year.
of M. C. Pacheco vs. M. C. Martinez,
Section 14 provides that all leases
taken by any committee, should first for grazing or agricultural purposes
be submitted to the republican house shall be for not more than five years,
caucus before final action is taken by all rents to be payable in cash In adthe house. As the majority of the re- vance, the remained by four joint
publican members of the house are and several promissory notes signed
also on the ways and means commi.-tee- , by two persons other than the lessee.
this resolution hardly changes
Section 15 provides that lessee
the prevailing political status, except must receipt for all Improvements on
aa.to place the stamp of party regu- state lands turned over to him.
larity and responsibility on whatever
Section 16 provides that rentalp
action is taken.
shall be a first lien upon all crops
At a previous joint republican cau- and
improvements and the commiscus of both houses after much dis- sioner is given the right to attach for
to have rental due and the enforcement of
It was decldeu
cussion,
R.
L.
Baca
appoint a com- such lien shall forfeit the lease.
Speaker
mittee of five house members, and
Section 17 provides that applicaPresident
Pro Tem E. A. Miera a tions to lease or purchase state lands
committee of five senate members, tc shall beja&de under oath, and appliform a joint legislative committee to cants must at their own expense sepass and recommend a legislative
cure appraisement of some disinterfor the rest of the session. Bills ested person and must be based on
receiving the approval of this joint personal knowledge.
committee, it is declared, will have
Section 18 provides a fine of not
the way prepared for their prompt more than $r0fl nor more than five
rwWK. the republicans assuming years imprisonment or both for makfull responsibility for them.
ing false oath in application, and
Text Book Probe
appraisement.
Chairman McCoy of the senate comSection 19 authorizes assignment
mittee on education has appointed by lessee to state of lease with conSenator sent of commissioner and cancelathe following
Senators Sulzer, tion of lease.
Doepp, chairman:
Ijaughren and McCoy to probe the
Section 20 provides for renewal of
charge that a school text book trust lease by application on August 1, prehas been operating in New Mexico. ceding expiration of leaBe. The lessee
Chairman Doepp consulted with the thus secures a preference right for
state department of education and another term.
also the state educational board this
Section 21 provides for forfeiture
afternoon and tbe committee will get of lease for
with any
down to work without loss of time.
of its terms after 30 days' notice to
Public Lands Bill.
of notes
lessee, but giving
The senate committee on public the right to pay the same and thus
lands has completed its work on the acquire the rights of the lessee. Canpublic lands bill which will be re- cellation shall not become effective
ported as a senate committee substi- until after 30 days' notice and not betute for Senate Bill No. 36. It was fore October 1, after such notice.
Introduced today.
Section 22 limits the improvements

RENEW HARMONY
IN HOUSE AND

SENATE

that may be made upon leased lands.
Section 23 gives preference rights
to those occupying lands, title to
which is acquired by the state.
Section 24 forbids the sale of coal
lands belonging to tne state and provides that they shall be leased, permits to cover not less than 40 nor
more than 640 acres and for a term
not exceeding one year.
Section 25 provides for permits t
develop and extend coal in specified
areas for periods not to exceed five
years, rental to be on a royalty basis
of not less than eight cents per ton
the section also specifying minimunr
sums of not less than $3.00 per acre
the first year, $4.00 per acre the second year, and not less than $5.00 per
acre for
subsequent f ear.
Section 26, gives preference rights
for renewal to lessees of coal lands.
Section 27 authorizes the commissioner of public lands to employ a
competent person to calculate the tonnage of coal extracted.
Section 28, provides for the leasing
of lands adjacent to thoae leased for
coal mining, to coal land Jessee, to
not exceed 320 acres, for yards, etc.
Section 29, forbids the mortgaging
of improvements on coal lands by lessee. Leasee must file a bond.
Section 30, gives lessee the right to
dispose of improvements that can be
safely removed at the termination of
the lease, but lessee forfeits such improvements as the commissioner may
deem necessary to withhold.
Section 31, provides for forfeiture
for failure to comply with terms of
lease.
Section 32 authorizes the commissioner to execute leases for the development of minimi.
Sections 33 to 39 make detailed
provision for the leasing of mineral
claims on the state domain.
Sections 40 to 42 make provisions
for the leasing of state lands carrying
petroleum, natural gas, salt, clay.
Section 43 provides for workman
like development of mineral depoiUt
Sections 44 to 47 authorizes the
commissioner to contract for the co
of irrigation works for the
purpose of irrigating state lands.
Section 48 prescribes the proc Hilt rr to remove squatters from state
lands or any person committing
waste on state lands.
Section 49 provides for the punishment of those cutting down, removing or destroying timber or minerals
from state lands without authority.
Section 50 makes it the duty of ev
ery lessee to protect the state lands
from waste.
Section 51 provides for the maintenance of gates in fences by lessees at
all intersections of public highways.
Section 52 provides a penalty for
fence and gate cutting.
Section 53 authorizes the commissioner to grant
rights of way, for
roads, etc., across state lands.
Siection 54 refers to the location of
wagon roads across state lands.
Section 55 provides for the reserve
tion by the state to mineral rights in
leases.
Section 56 subjects improvements
of lessees to taxation.
Section 57 provide for the taxation
of state lands or interests
therein
that have been sold, the commissioner to furnish to the assessor in each
county on April 1 of each year a list
of lands sold the year previous, the
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Both Tempting
and Healthful
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purchase price and the amount actually paid.
Section 68 provides for the sale of
state lands for cash or upon advance
payment of
of value and
payment of balance in not to exoeed
30 annual installments with interest
at 5 per cent.
Section 59 provides for the payment (by purchaser of the appraisement by purchaser of the appraised
value of improvements, the appraisement to be by three disinterested persons, one to be a resident of the
county in which the land Is located
and to be named by owner, the second a member of the board of county
commissioners to be designated by
the land commissioner, and the third
an umpire to be selected by arbitrators. An appeal may be made from
the appraisement.
Section 60 provides for forfeiture
by purchased falling to comply with
terms of purchase.
Section 61 gives right of assignment
to purchaser not in default.
Section 62 provides for the sale of
townsites on state lands.
Section 63 provides for the disposal
of state lands for cemetery and
school purposes.
Section 64 makes bonds issued by
the state for county or state indebtedness acceptable for payment of
state lands.
Section 65 authorizes the commissioner to sell the down and mature
timber on state lands, but no growing
timber less than 12 inches in diameter inside of bark three feet from the
butt shall be sold, except that timber
not less than nine inches may be
sold for railroad ties.
Section 66 gives the commissioner
police powers to extinguish fires upon
state lands.
Section 67 provides a penalty for
setting on fire any timber or inflammable material on state lands.
Section 68 provides for the punishment of thite failing to extinguish
camp fires ujon state lands.
factions 69 to 71 provide for contests to be Initiated before the commissioner.
Sections 72 to 74 provide for appeal
to district court from the land commissioner, and also from the district
court.
Section 75 gives the commissioner
power to cancel any Instrument obtained by fraud in reference to state
lands.
Section 76 provides for the furnish
ing of certified copies of Records of
the state land office.
Section 77 provides that the
be wWtlns agent, and
secretary' of the land commission and
the governor, chairman.
Section 79 creates funds for each
institution and also for the different
income and permanent land funds.
Section 79 is a repealing clause of
previous legislation and Section 80 an
emergency enacting clause.
The bill covers 26 closely typewritten pages and furnishes a complete
code for the administration of the
state lands to which the commissioner will add such rules within the purview of the statute as he may deem
necessary and advisable
one-tent- h

INDIANA DRUMMERS
Muncie, Ind.,
May

AT MUNCIE
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Traveling
salesmen representing practically ev
ery section of the state, and many of
them accompanied by their wives and
daughters, are gathered here to attend the annual state convention of
the Travelers Protection association.
which opened here today and will
come to a closj tomorrow night The
citizens have arranged a fine program of entertainments for the visiting d.ummers ind their lad-.i-

CHICO'5 F'FSTA ARBORL4
Chlco, 'Jaltf., May 3. The three-dacarnival
as Fiesta Arboreu
which opened here today, has attracted thousands of visitors to Chico and
the hotels are crowded. The city is

Cottolene-ma- d
r
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Pastries
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more healthful, more wholesome and goes one - third farther
than lard therefore, is more economical.

Being made from pure, vegetable oils, containing no hog-faCottolene
makes food which agrees with the stomach and aids rather than retards
t,

Don't be talked into using some of the manv imitations.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South'
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MAY SALE

CROWD
ANNUAL

MEETING

TO ?E

HELD

Of Women's R.ead

IN ALBUQUERQUE.
TO BE A
BIG AFFAIR

Albuquerque, N. M., May S.The
authorities in charge of the union
meeting of railroad men which is to
be held here May 20 to 24, have received answers promising the attendance of at least one delegate from
more than half the lodges of their order throughout the United States,
and from many members of other railroad orders also. As matters stand
at present, this meeting, which is being held under the auspices of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Enginemen, will be the best attended gathering ever held in the
state. Lietters are now coming into
where
the committee headquarters,
all business regarding the meeting is
transacted at a heavy rate daily, and
assured that
It seems practically
many hundreds of firemen, engineers,
brakemen, switchmen and conductors
wil be here for the meeting.
The local people are making every
effort to find suitable quarters for the
great crowd which is expected and
the merchants and others of the city
have contributed heavily to funds
for providing suitable entertainment.
Practically the only attractions
which will have admission fees are
the races, for which only a moderate
sum will be charged and the fistic
carnival, at which Pueblo Jim Flynn,
formerly a wlelder of the railroad
fireman's scoop, will be present.
Flynn has promised to put on an exhibition bout for the sake of helping
out the members of his organization,
and as he is to meet Jack Johnson
champion of the world, in a battle on
July 4, at Las Vegas, considerable Interest will be centered on him at the
time of the union meeting.
Members and officials of all the
other railroad orders have signified
their intention of attending and supporting the session, and the publications devoted to railroad interests
have given it many pages of space.
There will be a baseball tournament
at the meeting, which will bring out
the best teams in this section of tin
country, and there are over 90 horses
entered for the various running and
harness races, most of which are now
in training here, having come direct
to Albuquerque at the close of the
Juarez racing track. Because of the
large number of fine animals running there, It has been possible to secure some exceptional animals for
appearance in the race meet at this
gathering.
Railroad rates, because of the
crowds expected, will be very
low.
Special rates will be in effect for a
trip from Albuquerque to the Grand
Canyon, a trip which many of t'
visitors will take, because of the scenic beauty of this spot. An effort i
on foot to run an excursion train t
the canyon which will probably be
successful but has not yet been completed.
MISSOURI A. C. MARATHON
St. Louis,. May 3 The fact that
the winner will have a good chance
of representing America in the Olym-

pic games at Stockholm this summer
has served to increase public intpr
est In ths annual Marathon run of
the Missouri Atheltic club, which is
to ake p'acu tomorrow. Tha entry
list is the largest in the history of
the event. The contest will take
place over the usual 25 miles course,
starting at Freeburg, 111., and finishing at the clubhous of the Missouri
A. C. in this city.

handsomely decorated and presents
an attractive .holiday appearance. The
program of the festivities Includes a
civic parade and a grand historical
WINTHROP COLLEGE JUBILEE.
2,000
pageant, in which more than
Rock
S. C, May
Hill,
3.
The
boys and girls from the high, normal
Winthrop Training school, founded 25
and grammar schools will take part.
years ago In a little one room buildin Columbia and since
ing
CONTEST OF COLLEGE ORATOR8
tfown to
be one of the foremost institutions of
Cham3.
Winchester, Ky., May
the country for the training of women
pionship honors in the Kentucy InOratorical association teachers, today celebrated its silver
tercollegiate
program of
are to be battled for by the half do- jubilee with an
in which many
visiting eduzen young orators who assembled at
cators took part A leading feature
Kentucky Wesleyan College today for of the
program was the laying of the
the annual forensic tilt of thb state
cornerstone
for the new building
association. The institutions repre- soon
to be added to the school
sented are Kentucky State University. Central University, Trausylva-niHenry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
University, Georgetown College, father
of ten children and for the
a
past
Kentucky Wesleyan College an.l
20 years has used
Foley's Honey and
College.
Tar Compound with the best of results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is the best
PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If cough medicine In the world for I
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any have used it for the past 20 years and
can recommend it to anyone needing
case of Itching, Blind. Bleeding or a
cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
to 14 days. 50c Cross
Protruding Piles In
Drug Co.
De-rc-

GREAT

FOR A LARGE

all-da-

Indigestion is the cause of most human ills: lard which
is made from hog-fa- t
is ofttimes indigestible. Cottolene is

digestion.

FIREMEN LOOKING

Millinery.
Dress Goods. Silks and Wash Goods.
to-Wea-

r.

NOW, with the whole of the Spring Season before you,
and stocks at their best, is the most satisfactory time to make

your season's purchases.

Attractive Values in Ready-to-WeGarments

ar

"Peter Thompson" dresses
A

of good quality Linenne, neatly and
tastefully trimmed and made along newest style lines, each
I3.S0 and 94.00
very attractive dress of all silk Diagonal, Pongee color, neat7.60 each, epec- ly trimmed with contrasting color, worth

96X0
A beautiful variety of dainty and desirable Lingerie Dresses,
best of styles, good materials, elaborately,
but tastefully
trimmed, ach, only
$7.50
An attractive suit, we. tallorder from all woo' fabrics, satin
lined, good
best style models, a suit combining
both style and service, only
$16.50
inner-lining-

s,

Waists You'll Want
Neat, trim tailored waists, waists of dainty lingerie, and waists
of various silks, marquisette, chiffon and novelties all these
are here, all from the foremost fashion houses in the country,
all stylish,
minute, faultlessly finished and perfect
fitting, and all marked at lower prices than their nigh quality warrants, each
,
$1.25 to $4.60

Dress Fabrics of Unrivalled Beauty
Attractively Priced
One lot of Foulard Dress Patterns in- - the most popular colors
and combinations, some in rich border effects, others in
small neat patterns, all exclusive patterns,
worth $11.50 to
$13.50, special, per pattern
$9.50
Messaline a'lk, 27 inches wide in a good
variety of colors,
worth $1.00 per yard, special
755
,4.
A good variety of all the popular fabrics including Serges, Cheviots, Whipcords, Novelties, etc., in all the desirable colors,
per yard
.25
A large assortment of plain, all wool Batiste in all desirable colors, either light or dark, 36 inches wide, per yard, only. 66c

Sheer and Dainty Wash Goods
Fast color figured Dimities in a large variety
Moiret fancy Dimity, a very pretty and dainty fabric
Cotton Foulards In a beautiful assortment of patterns
Egyptian Dimities, a sheer and desirable fabric
Lintelle Corded Silk, very popular
Marquisettes in r. beautiful range of colors
Silk and Linen mixed Foulards, very rich and attractive
ings and patterns, per yard .4

i2j2c
18c
18c

..30c
35C

50c
color-

55c

Las Veu'LeadingStore

&.&GSQtum6l 6 Son
Established

1862

South 5idoPlQ3a

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
To any one
paying cash or settling jn full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers

Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of
drawing.
Commence at once and become a
customer
and secure just what you wantregular
jn this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co,
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
term as mayor. Omaha. Nehr
was successful in receiving the ovoi--.
whelming support. of ttye voters in the
primary election-- He also successfully rid himself of a bad cas of ihh,.
trouble by the aid of Pole Kidney
ana writes : "i nave taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, fin T rViror- fully recommend them." What Foley
rwuney mis nave done for Mayor
Dahlmann thev will do for
person bothered with backache, rheu
matism, or any other form of kidney

nh

or bladder trouble. Just
try them for
quick and permanent results. O. n
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
Mrs. Wm. A. Allen.
Chacon, N. M

hd

evere a cough that it
t0 death- Mr Aen nearly
says:
We
many things without helping her when by good luck I got a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It helped her at once and finally cured her. It is the best medicine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer.
Red Cross Drug Co.

thlT
tried

-

.At
feasible across Kansas. It crosses and
recrosses the old trail time and time
again, passes the monuments placed
by the Daughters of the American
Revolution and Is at all times close
OLD
to (he old trail.
Frank A. Davis of Hering ton, Kan..
the secretary of the Old Santa Fe
Trail association and an ardent Old
Trail supporter, is secretary of this
national organization.
18
HIGHWAY
The board of directors of this naWELL DEFINED IN SUNFLOW-- ,
tional organization consists of in adER STATE
dition to the president, vice president,
secretary and treasurer, a statn vice
Herrington, Kan., May 3 The Old president and a state organizer from
asso each state
Highway
Trails
through which the Old
intinn which met and formed a per Trail passes.
manent organization at Kansas City
ltoik CASCARETS
3URELY
recently adopted, as the Kansas
YOU OUT
STRAIGHTEN
of this highway a road following as
far aa practicable the Old Santa Fe
Trail across Kansas as premanently No Headache, Biliousness, Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constimarked by the state of Kansas and
pated Bowels by morning.
the Kansas Daughters of the American Revolution.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
There Is nothing In the history of
west and stomach clean, pure and fresh
the American occupation of the
Inci- with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
which Is more full of stirring
through these alimenSan- passageway
Old
of
the
dents than the history
tary or draniage organs every few
ta Fe trail.
days with Salts, Cathartic pills, CasSeveral fugitive trip were made tor oil or Purgative Waters
across the plains to Santa Fe by
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
small parties prior to 1800, but the Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and
Srst successful expedition was made regulate the stomach, remove the
Beckneft with a
ny Captain William
undigested, sour and fermenting food
in 1822. This and foul gases, take the excess bile
men
30
party of about
was the beginning of the Santa Fe from the liver and carry out of the
For 50 years teams of oxen, system all the decomposed waste
trail.
horses and mules, pulled thousands matter and poisons in the Intestines
of tons of freight across the plains and bowels.
A Cascaret. tonight will make you
and many passengers were transfercatand
feel
great by morning. They work
red by stage to the mining
while
The
you sleep never gripe, sicken
southwest.
far
the
of
tle camps
cause
or
eastIn
any inconvenience, and cost
old trail followed the divide
cents
a box from your drug
10
only
river
Kaw
ern Kansas between the
Millions of men and women tak
gist
and
north
the
on
and its tributaries
a Cascaret now and then and never
the Marias Des Cygnes ana -nave Headache, Biliousness, coated
on
wood rivers and their tribunes
gtomach or
" Constlpated Bowels. gourCascarets
the south and In
,
Ar-the north bank of the
Cnlldren
hou8enol(J
kansas river.
love to take them.
just
This made a high and dry road that
could be traveled at all times.
The only stream of any moment
N
BILLS INTRODUCED
crossed In Kansas was the Neosho
THE LEGISLATURE
river at Council Grove.
There was not a bridge nor a need
for one the entire distance from Old
Santa Fe, N. M May 3. The fol
Franklin, Mo., to Santa Fe, N. M. This
was such a perfect highway that at lowing official business was transact
one time a mechanic by name of ed yesterday by the senate:
e
An
fight petition was reThomas at Westport had the interpld-itto attempt to cross the plains in ceived from Dayton, Eddy county. A
a wagon driven by sail. He actually petition from Magdalena, Socorro
got some otherwise sound business county, signed by 34 persons, asked
m"n of Westport to furnish money foT that Abelino Romero be permitted to
the experiment and started. His plan retain his seat in the senate. Walton
was to haul loaded wagons over the moved that the petition be referred
the trail with his wind wagon and in thfi committe on orivileges and
thus revolutionize the Santa Fe trail. elections. Miera moved that the comHe experienced difficulty in low plac- mittee be relieved from further cones where timber or hills shut off the sideration of the contest case. This
wind frorh his sails. Then he would carried.
Pankey introduced Senate Bill No.
have to hunt for a yoke of oxen to
He 120, a pure food act. Referred to the
hin nut onto hieh ground.
to committee on judiciary.
did succeeded in getting nearly
Commltee Reports
Council Grove where he abandoned
The committee on judiciary report
the scheme as impractical.
The Old Santa Fe Trail was the ed the following bills: Senate Bill
nniv iiriDortant artery of commerce No. 92, prohibiting officials from con
connecting civilization with the dis- tracting deficits by exceeding appro
tant southwest. It was a road of half prlatlons. The committee recommend
a century and its deep gashes and ed that the bill be amended
Senate Bill
It, reported favorably
nits in the soil exist in many places
today marking the pathway of com- No. 78, fixing the time for holding
merce over a generation ago. The district court in the Eighth judicial
prairie commerce over it developed district.
It reported unfavorably, Senate Bill
all that territory known as the "Far
No.
75, an act defining the offense of
Southwest."
The line of this trail has been mark- abandonment
It reported with recommendation
ed with permanent monuments across
the state of Kansas by the Kansas that it be not passed. Senate Bill No
chapter of the Daughters of the Amer- 52, a community property act, that
ican Revolution and was ably backed would give women equal rights In
Old the disposition of community prop
and assisted by the Missouri
which
Road
association
organierty.
Trails
It recommended favorably. Senate
zation called the Kansas City meeting
to perfect a national organization to Rill No. 35, providing for electrocution
in inflicting the death penalty.
,
work for this project.
It recommended that Senate Bill
The Old Santa Fe Trail association
of which T. W. Whiting of Council No. 2fi, to amend Section 2, Chaper
Grove is president and Frank A. Da- 22, Compiled Laws 1897,
regarding
vis of Herrington is secretary lent bond and oath of office of district at
their assistance in every way to make torneys be not passed; that Senate
this Kansas City meeting a success. Bill No. 14, forbidding nepotism in
This organization's road as shown filing appointive offices, be not pass
by map follows the Old Santa Fe ed; that Senate Bill No. 81, prohibit
Trail as nearly as practicable and ing the throwing of filth near public
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S.S.S.

PURELY
VEGETABLE

The absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. has always been one of the
Btrongest points in its favor, and is one of tho principal reasons why it is
the most widely known and universally used of all blood medicines. A
blood purifiers are really nothing more than
great many of the
strong mineral mixtures which act so unpleasantly and disastrously on
the delicate membranes and tissues of the stomach and bowels, that even
if such treatment purified the blood, the condition in which the digestive
system is left would often be more damaging to the health than the original
trouble. Not so with S. S. S. it is the greatest of all blood purifiers, and
at the same time is an absolutely safe and harmless remedy. It is made
entirely of the healing and cleansing extracts and juices of roots, herbs
and barks, each of which is in daily use in some form by physicians in
their practice. Years of work and research have proven S. S. S. to contain
everything necessary to purify the blood and at the same time supply tha
system with the purest and best tonic effects. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison
and all other blood troubles, and it leaves the system in perfect condition
when it has purified the blood. Book containing much valuable information on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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building be passed. A majority report was against the passage or Hen-atCUT-OF- F
BUI No. 47, providing for the payment of wages in cash or by cnecks
of an even date. The minority repor'
TO
A
signed by Alldredge and Barth, recommended the passage of the act.
Miera moved adoption of the majority report. Barth moved adoption of
both reports. Holt moved to table
minority report and this carried. The MACON, GA., WILL BE GATHERING
ALL OF
'TS STREETS HAVfc.
majority report was theu adopted.
PLACE
OF REMNANT
OF
NAM L- - ASSOCIATED WfH
The finance committee reported
SOUTHER4 ARMY.
MILITARY
favorably Senate Bill No. 100, coverof
state
the
secretary's
fees
the
Fifty-sanMacon, Ga.. May 3.
ing
Topeka, Kan , May 3. Since the
office.
visitors are expected in
new town of Ensign on the Santa Fe
act
an
next week for the annual national reSenate Bill No. 47, by Ilarth,
,
in Gray counColmor
to compel the payment of wages in union of the United Confederate Vet- railway's
14 miles
southwest of
Kansas,
ty,
cash or with check, dated an even erans. Realizing that, by the very
a
bears
title,
City,
military
Dodge
date with pay day was tabled. Barth fore of nature, they will probably
Chief Engineer Morse likewise has
Its
to
have
said
never
the
measure
that
in defending the
again
opportunity
entertain the soldiers of the "lost given Its streets military names.
need was impressed upon him at
old ml'.itarv
for
where a dozen men wera em- cause," the citizens of Macon are Eight are named
Dodge,
Larned,
Aubrey,
Zarah,
posts
to
make
the
every
energy
company. bending
ployed by a construction
Bent, Union, Leavenworth and Supan
event
12
long
December
approaching
gathering
on
off
were
paid
They
to be remembered. Never in the his- ply. With the exceptions of Liaven-wortadby checks dated three months th
and Camp Supply, these were
the
tory of the city have such elaborate
vance. The men had to discount
famous
for
made
the
been
recepposts on the old Santa Fe
preparations
their
ake
else
or
20
cent
checks
per
are named for army ofof
Twelve
and
entertainment
from
tion
trail.
people
wages out in trade. They were a
are
made
as
this
Indian
for
and
abroad
ficers
fighters, who servbeing
In
long ways from home and badly
Doni.
occasion.
ed along the trail (Colonel)
need of the money. They wero paid
work
the
the
of
Custer,
Sheridan,
decorating
Today
pham, (Generals)
only $1.10 a day. The law is one to
was begun in earnest. My Mon- Kearney, Hancock, Furrythe,
Price
be found on statute books of every city
the downtown section and Crawford, (Captains) Cook and
day
morning
law
a
JuRt
is
progressive state and
will be a mass of flags and bunting.
R. M Wright,
that would receive a hi? majority from The Confederate colors naturally will Booth, and (Scouts) General '
Beeson.
M.
Sandy"
C.
and
the people in a referendum, llfeld
but the national colors Forsythc fought the battle of Arick-afepredominate,
the
to
replied that there is nothir?
will be liberally intertwined with the
and General Crawford resigned
bill except that It provides imprison- emblems of "the storm-cradlenation the office of goveruor of Kansas to
ment for debt. Holt disclaimed any that fell." The survivors of the
take command of troops in pursuit of
desire to make a raartj r of Barth and mighty legions of Lee and Jackson,
Indian raiders. Kearney and Price
unbill
that he voted to report the
and the valorous followers of Forrest, followed the old trail to th3 Me.xtcsn
favorably because it fs wrong In prin- Hill, Johnston and others too numer- war.
Price afterwards was 1he Genciple. He said that the big concerns ous to mention will be enthused by
eral Sterling Pri e of the confederal
do not authorize foremen to isBue pay the pictures
of their leaders the
m
ana iseesou inleaders who won imperishable fame army, wrlgnt
checks and that foremen merely
General
Beeson was
City.
Dodge
field.
discharge checkB and the hea on many a
chief scout when the latThe reunion of this year will be the Sheridan's
quarters issue the pay checks.
Grand Duke Alexis bufannual session, and ter took the
Senate Bill No. 10X fixing the twenty-seconfalo
hunting in' iS7.:. Wright has
amount of fees to be charges by the will be presided over by Lieutenant
for the state historical socie
written
secretary of state, was passed unani- General C- Irvine Walker of Charlescommander-in-chief- .
ty some interesting sketches of the
mously, 22 voting. The charges tire ton, S. O.i the
Both Wright and leeron
de- southwest.
$1.00 for a copy of a 'aw ith 15 cents Tuesday and Wednesday will be
in tha Kansas legislaserved
have
of
the organizafor each folio.and 75 cents for tabulat- voted to the business
ture.
of
the
and
the
50
tion,
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Thursday
ed matter; certificates ,' record
tnc next :own west
Montezuma,
"ents & ,10,,r old guard in gray will take place. The
cents per our and
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also
Gray
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of
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the
be
the
climax
ward,
for tabulated matter: certified copies parade1
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the
ancient Aztec
ruler
the
for
of
the
advanced
bration.
age
Because
of laws, $5,000 and $2.00 per pape for
a great majority of the marchers empire, and its street'! hear tho names
of
books.
certified lists of poll
the route will be short. The 01d sol- of natives of the period, of Spaniard),
House Bills Referred
will be given the most conspic- who came subse'i'eu'iy. and of andiers
House Bills were referred as fol- uous
place In the line. The sponsors cient Indian towns. T,b- malr. stre
lows:
Moscoso,
will ride in automobiles and car- is Aztec, and the others,
House substitute for House Bill No.
Maldondo, Zaldl- Culvira,
Menodoso,
riages.
7. the medical bill, to judiciary.
and his var, Vargas, Alvarado, Tovar, Garces,
The commander-in-chie- f
House Bill No. 128, fixing the time staff, the
governor of Georgia and his Escalante, Cardenas, Castaneda, Toffor holding court in the First judicial staff and many distinguished visitors
Mexlttl (War God), Texcoeo
fee,
district, to judiciary.
will review the paTade irom a grand (Lake), Plzarro. Conutetador, Ban- House Bill No. 145, for the election stand at the Intersection of Third and
deller, (historian) Mexico, Espana.
of city marshals and city attorneys, Cherry streets. In numerous cities fiiiadalnne. Ventura.
and Guate- to municipal corporations.
and towns within a radius of 100 m02in. The last named was Montr
Tariff Memorial "atsed
miles the public schools will give a zuma's nephew, and married Tecuich-po- ,
House Join'. Memorial No. 5, pay- holiday and hundreds of school chilafterward becoming eniperor.
ing congress to place a spv'fle duty dren will come to Macon to witness
town of Sublette, in Haskell
The
cf 20 cents
pound on s?oured wool what they may never have a chance
Is named In memory of a not.
county,
alowing for actual shrinkage and on to aee again the veterans who are
who traveled tao Old
wool i proportionate left of the armies of Virginia and ed plainsman,
manufactured
streets In Memory ot
Its
and
Trail,
C
Tennessee. led by Lee, Jackson. Johnduty, was pasj)d by t'i navs and
traders and plainsmen. The
early
son and Hood, the old flag, the old
yeas.
main street is Inman, after Colonel
uniform, and to hear "Dixie" and the
Henry Inman, the historian of Old
MEET old Confederate
FIRST
yell for the1 last time.
and the others, Becknell (WilTrail,
of
3.
A
program
New York, May
The old veterans will be the recip1858). Cho-teanine interesting
compdtftions has ients of every attention during their liam, 1821), Carson (Kit,
F.),
(Willam
Cody
e
(Auguste),
been prepared for the
stay in Macon. Food in abundance
1804),
Pursley,
La
Lande(
Zaptiste),
river
and healthful lodging are gratuitousmeet to be held on the Hudson
St. Vrain,
(Ceran,
tomorrow under the auspices of tha ly awaiting those who come and prop- (James, 1805),
Williams
(Ezekiel, 1807),
1826),
Thousands will find
Aero club of America. The meet is erly register.
(1812), Gregg ((MSI), Beck
attracting wide attention as it will accommodations in the great tented
worth
P.), and Wooton (Dick,
(James
in
is
that
ever
held
erected
Macon
kind
in
city
be the first of its
being
1836).
America. One of the interesting feat- City Park, where many of the Sons
The streets of the town of Cope-lanures of the program will he a mail of Confederate Veterans will also be
and Satania, in Haskell county,
of
will
Scores
be
homes
Hundred
quartered.
carrying contest from One
street to Governor's thrown openv for the accommodation laid out on the cutoff, have nor. been
and Thirty-EightIsland and return. hTe other events and entertainment of the ladies who named yet.
on war- will attend the reunion. The general
will include
and
other craft, starting and executive committee, having In charge
ships
all arrangements, announce that no
the water, weight
from
getaway
extortionate
fees will be exacted from
from water in the quickest time,
theJ hotels and boarding
accurate landing on a given Mne and visitors by
houses.
capture of toy ballons.
In addition to the business of the
United Confederate Veterans and of
Now is the time to get rid of your the kindred organizations which meet
rheumatism. You can do 't by apply- here the Sons of Confederate Veterr
ans, the United Daughters of the Coning Chamberlain's Liniment and
the parts freely at each appli- federacy and the Women's Confedercation. For sale by all denlerB.
ate Memorial Association there will
be an elaborate program of amusement and entertainment
Of late
years the social side of the reunions
has become one of the most pleasing
and prominent features of the annual
gatherings. The custom of appoint
ing young women, generally daugh
ters of Confederate soldiers, to act
aB sponsors for the
several states.
has so spread that not every state
but every division, brigade, regiment
fact, every one ot the 1,770
camps appoints a sponsor and one or
two maids of honor. The sponsors
have proved one of the most interest"Pick our ice" for your ice cest. ing features of the reunion and have
When you get it in the chest, you'll given youth and brightness to the
find it easy to pick, also. Not only gathering.
MISS LUCRETIA DEL VALLE
that it's so clear and clean looking
In "The Barrier," May S.
that you will, after one trial, "pick
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S D.,
our ice" every time. It's a genuine
says: "I suffered with rheumatism
Poor appetite is a sure
of impleasure to use our ice and also a for over eight years, and it seemed at paired digestion. A few sign
doses of
pleasure to tell your friends that you times I would go crazy with pain. Chamberlain's Ctomach
and Liver
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills Tablets will strengthen your digesget your Ice from
cured my rheumatism and I gladly re- tion and Improve your appetite. Thou
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
commend them." O. G, Shaefer, Red sands have been benefited by taking
Phone Main 227.
Cross Drug Co.
these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
e
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Remedy Me Family
Should Do Without

No matter

how healthy a human
being may be it is safe to say that
not many months are passed without
some obstruction of the bowels. In
other words, constipation, even if only
temporary. The bloating, the full feeling may start after the evening meal.
If a laxative is not taken that night
It is certain that sleep will not be
sound, and you will awaken
unre-freshe-

thou-Maco- n

cut-off-

.

a

h

d

e

hard-foug-

d

-

-

Hence, it Is important for you and
for all the members of your family
that a good, reliable laxative be always kept in the house for just such
emergency. It is sure to be needed.
and when needed you want it at hand.
No family that is careful of its health
can do without such a remedy. But
the question. of which remedy to have
on hand is also of vast importance.

The laxative most highly recom
mended by the majority of intelligent
Americans as being best for babies
PARADE
25,000 IN SUFFRAGE
New York, May 3, The women

identified with the suffrage movement
in this city are In a flutter of excitement over the great suffrage parade
which is scheduled to be held here to
morrow.
For many weeks the great
event had been planned and a great
amount of work had to be done to
put everything in proper shape and
to arrange every details, so as to
avoid everything that might be construed into confusion. The organizers
of the parade were in honor bound
to prove to the world that they knew
how to arrange a parade as well as

and grownups la Dr. Caldwell's Syrui
Pepsin. It la a liquid laxative tonlo-miland never gripes, la effective on
robust people and can be given with
safety to an Infant. Children like It
because of these gentle qualities and
because It is pleasant to the taste.
It is the best
remedy you
can have in the house for any disorder of the stomach, liver and bowels,
and many people like Mr. WJ. Wlg-ne- r.
Alma, Colo., and Mrs. Albert E.
Guest, Messex, Colo., say they would
as soon be without the necessities as
without Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying It in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
cents or one dollar a large bottle
(family size) can have a sample bottle sent to the home free of charge
Dr. W. B.
by simply addressing
Caldwell, 405 Washington street,
111. Your name and address on
a postal card will do.
d

d

Mon-ticell- o,

The other participants in the parade
will march. There will be more uniof the
formity in the appearance
marching women, as they will wear
uniform hats with the suffrage colors. There will be divisions for the
various organizations, including men's
leagues, and divisions of Chinese.
Norwegian and Swedish women. One
of the features will be a large flag,
carried horizontally, showing the 13
stripes of the American flag, but on
six
ly six stars, representing the
states which have granted women the
right to vote.

A bad citizen is one whose room
men could do it.
There was a parade last year, but is preferable to his company.

there were only about 3,000 men and
women in line. Tomorrow, however,
it is expected that fully 25.900 suffrage sympathizers will take part. The
parade was planned by the Woman's
Political Union of New York City and
it was decided to make it as grand
and cosmopolitan as it could be made.
The appeals of the organizing comcf
mittee to various organizations
men and women favoring women's
suffrage met with gratifying responses and it is pointed out as a significant fact that delegations of women
from 10 or 12 states will take part
lii the parade.
One of the most interesting and
sensational feature of Ihe parade
will be a troop of suffrage cavalry,
consisting of a number of young society women in riding breeches, ridhats,
ing coats, and
mounted astride on their horses,
which troop will form the head of
the parade and lead the procession
down Fifth avenue. Miss Annie Tinker ,a noted horse woman and suffragette will command the cavalry
Wiree-cornere- d

FRECKLE-FAC-

E

New Remedy That Removes Freckle

or Costa Nothing
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Facto try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
it will not cost you a penny unless It
removes the freckles, while if it does
give you a clear complexion, the ex
pense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othiner
double strength, from any first class
druggist In the city of Las Vegas and
one night's treatment will show you
how easy It Is to rid yourself of th
homely freckles and get a beautiful
complexion.
Rarely is more than
one ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask any first class drug
gist in the city of Las Vegas for the
double strength othine, as this is the
only prescription sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to remove freckles.
e,

HYDRO-AEROPLAN- E

THE LARGEST TYPEWRITER SALE IN HISTORY

hydro-aeroplan-

h

bomb-droppin-

Ten Thousand

Underwood Typewriters

g

lift-ni-

have been sold to the Western
Union Telegraph Company for

g

use in all offices throughout
its vast organization.
All

Telegrams, Night and Day
Letters in Ihe future will be

mas-sacin-

jin

typewritten on the Underwood.
Every well known writing machine was carefully considered by the purchasing committee and the Underwood won
from the standpoints of practical utility and mechanical construction,

f

f

UNDERWOOD

f

TYPEWRITER

Jt

(

COMPANY

INCORPORATED.

321 WEST GOLD STREET

ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

309 NORTH OREGON ST.,

EL PASO,

TEXAS.

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
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EDITOR
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contest tha primaries have invariably thrown open he doors of
republican voting booths to demo
Entered at the poetofflce at East crats. Any sane man knows that
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for tranmnis Roosevelt appeals far more strongly
km through the United States mails to democrats as such than Taft does,
M second class matter.
and when ft is only necessary for
democrats to register as republicans
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for the time being, without being
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$ .05 man also knows
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The Ralttners were accused of traf
that all disputes must be settled by
IN HARD GOAL STRIKE arbitration.
ficking in arms vith Zapatistas who
Representatives of the anthracite were said to have been captured in
workers issued a call here to some instances .th arm and ammumine
ANOTHER CONFERENCE WILL BE
local unions In the1 three anthracite nition bearing ne marks jf the TamHELD IN THE HOPE OF ENDdistricts for a convention at Wilkes- pico company. The listeners were pretext of a business transaction and
ING DISAGREEMENT.
barre on May 14 to take action upon taken without court process, i: is as soon as they arrived were arrest
the tentative agreement turned down said, and their families and associates ed.
at yesterday's conference with the were ignorant for 24 hours of their
Yesterday the prisoners were plac
operators. It was also said the min- whereabouts. Both men were called ed with the utmost eecrc-- v on board
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prompted Roosevelt to "give" Taft
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fact is that these delegates were not
Roosevelt's to give and the further
New York, May 3. John Mitchell.
fact Is that the people of the state former president of .the United Mine
declared, by a majority that would Workers of America and now vice
hare been much larger but for the president of the American Federation
bungling which seems inseparable of Labor, participated today in tb
from the arrangement of ballots at deliberations of the anthracite mine
primaries, that they wanted President workers representatives
over the
Taft renominated. That several thou-aan- course to be pursued in dealing fur
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for increased
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errors in marking their ballots for pay. recognition of the union and othdelegates-at-largis definitely proved er changes not included in the proby the official statements that thou- visional agreement rejected yesterday
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of
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Taft received in round numbers 87,000 President John P. White of the minvotes to 82,000 for Roosevelt and it Is ers, and with the district pres'dents.
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The significant fact stands out that the whole controversy be submitted
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were cast at the primaries is were thracite coal strike commission ol
cast for president four years ago. 1903.
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Follow The Crowd
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CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE

The

Store That Sells For Less.

.

Just so a man makes love to her, a
which had arrived at Vera Crm from
woman
may not care whether he
of
news
the deporHamburg, and the
means it or not.
tations leaked out only when the
men were on tho high seas. A. Z.
When the photographer tells you to
Rattner, whose wife is tu American,
look
ll 'ed for some timj in New Ycrk.
pleasant it Is up to you to

SHOE SALE
For One Week Only

At BACH ARACH'S

r--

rs

Sale Commences Saturday May 4 Closes Saturday May 11
4oo Pairs Of Ladies Pumps and Oxfords To Be Closed Out

e

150

A Great Collection

Pairs

Of Childrens

Strap Pumps and Oxfords

Styles, Sizes and Qualities

Some to go at Cost Others at Less

$3.50

Pumps and Oxfords Oxfords and Pumps

-

STR.AP PUMPS

$2.29

$2.79

two-fifth- s

The

rre-flfth-

14t'-,00-

Than Cost.

Childrens'

Tan and Black Slippers
Satisfy the Girls and Boys and get them
a new Pair of Slippers. Not only will you satisfy the Child, but yourself as wtll for you
will save twenty-fiv- e
per cent on a pair. You
may come down and be sure of getting a fit
and a pair that will be more than satisfactory.

$2.79

ALL AT

14th. oil

Store of Quality

SALE

CHARACHS
E.LasVegas.
N.M.

IS
FOR CASH

ONLY

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LA

FRIDAY,

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.

The PrescrlptioDist

WAS

PERSONALS
J. B. Larrazolo, a young

attornej
this city, was in Santa Fe yester

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Ailing. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main

;

NIAGARA MAID DOUBLE
FINGER TIPPED

SILK GLOVES
Niagara Maid Silk Gloves,
clasp, Double Finger Tips,
White, Black or Tan, per
50c
pair
12
Maid
Button
Niagara
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
75c
Tips per pair
16
Maid
Button
Niagara
Silk Gloves, Double Finger
$1.00
Tips, per pair
Chamoisette 2 Clasp Gloves
25c & 50c
per pair
Chamoisette 16 Button
50c
Gloves per pair
Lisle 16 Button, Black and
White Gloves,, per pair 50c
2

Hoffman

&

Graubartb

(The Popular Priced Store)
Ageatt for The New Idea PtUtmt

Phone Main

104.

of
lay on legal business.
A. Sandoval of Holman came in last
night from his home and was in Las
Vegas today on business.

William White returnen laBt night
on train No. 9 from Boston where he
has been for several months.
Dr. W. T. Brown drove in this
morning from tfce Valmora ranch and
was in Las Vegas today on business.
M. M. Sundt, one of the leading
contractors of Lag Vegas was in Santa Fe' yesterday and today on busi

EVERYBODY

New York, May

HAPPY? SURE
THING
AT LEAST THOSE WHO ATTENDED THE PERFORMANCE OF
"THE CAMPUS."

nvt

MAY 3, 1912.

Lady. Baltimore Cake

3.

Disappointment
over the unexpected cnange in the industrial situation found expression in
selling of standard railway shares on
the stock market today. Union Pacific was weak, as were Reading, Lehigh Valley, New York Central, BalU-mor- e
& Ohio, Louisville 4k 'Nashville
and St. Paul.
United States steel sold under yesterday's low on fairly large offerings
and Missouri Pacific continued under
pressure. American Can common
and preferred, Sears Roebuck, American cotton oil and Pacific Mall
showed counter movements.
Bonds were steady.
Buying orders were executed in various specialties, including the cop
per and fertilizer issues. Amalgamated copper was notably buoyant, ris."Railroad stocks also
ing to ;32
made '"better-showing- ,
but most of
the important shares still ruled considerably below yesterday's final figures.
The rise in the coppers was followed by another drive against Union
Pacific and Reading which sent these
stocks to lowest prices of the week,
with resultant weakness in United
States steel, St. Paul, Lehigh Valley
and other important issues.
The market closed weak.
Prices fairly crumbled away In the
last hour on the most extensive sell
ing movement 1h several weeks. Practically every stock of importance
then approached its lowest price of a
fortnight. The decline evidently represented something more than a mere
bear drive and the support so generously provided in recent downward
movements was almost altogether
lacking. The general average at the
end was 3 to 6 points under best
prices of the week.

WATCHES

The Moat Popular Cake This Season
By Mrs. Janet McKensuHUl, ditorof
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
This is considered by many cooking
authorities the finest cake that can be
made, though in reality it is not at all
difficult.

INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

K C Lady Baltimore Cake
One cup butter; 2 cups granulated
sugar; 1 cup milk; 1 teaspoouul rose

MIDGET
EQUITY (Waltham)

cups flour; 3 level teaspoon-ful- s
C Baking Powder; whites of 6
eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butter and beat in the sugar
gradually. 6irc togemer, inree nraei,
the flour and baking powder, and add
to the butter and sugar, alternately with
the milk and rose water. Lastly, add
cake
the egg whites. Bake in three-laye- r
pins. Put the layers together with the
following frosting.
Norn The cake l a large one and sell" at

water; 3

K

$1.00

$2.00
$2.00
$5.00

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

The industrious and overworked
press agent, of "The Campus" did not
use any exaggeration when he praised
the merits of that clever comic opera
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
and declared that the ability cj' the
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6:86
No. 9
p.
I
know
I
will
tell
you all
you are, and
bed and matsaw nothing, no sign of life, as I
miscre- FOR SAL.E Child's
time for escape
about this whole affair."
1045 Fifth street.
circled through the trees of the orto be a Continental. We
tress.
ant,
Apply
claiming
"Was was my daughter here?" he have him under
chard, and came out upon the grass-plo- t
guard in the library."
interrupted.
sun
"He confessed to the whole story?"
the
front
Tbe
facing
porch.
sir."
"Yes,
was up now, and I could perceive each
"Not a word; claimed to know nothLOOKING AHEAD
"My God! And Eric?"
IBs per 18g lbs.
MM i b. or Mors, Eaett Delivery
detail. There was a smashed window
except that Claire was here. Said
ing
a
was
to my knowledge
"Not
there
to the right, a green shutter hanging
2se per 1SS ise
lbs. to 2,004 lbs. Bash Delivery
not
saw
went
and
then
l,OM
he
you,
away,
man called Peter, this fellow, and a
SOe per IBS lbs
back again until this morndejectedly by one hinge; the great
3m its. te 1,00 lbs. East. Delivery
black slave or two. They were all I getting
front door stood wide open, and the
SOS lbs
ing."
40c per ISO iba.
58
to
Bash
tbe.
Delivery
saw."
body of a dead man lay across tbe
"The fellow Is a liar, colonel. Let
SB lbs. Each Delivery
58c per 1W lbs.
.
Than
Lass
been
should
Claire
have
"But
why
threshold, a dark stain of blood exme see him; I'll lash the truth out of
here," he asked as though dazed, "un- his
tending across the porch floor.
lips. Where did you say he was
I
brother?
meet
to
her
came
less she
U A
in
the
library?"
supposed her safe in the city."
CHAPTER XVII.
I
to
to
feet
had
rise
time
my
barely
"I do not pretend to understand the
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
His eyes swept
cause of her presence. But if you when he entered.
The Queen's Rangers.
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
centered
across
and
the
then
guard,
to
may
listen
my story perhaps you
A bullet had struck the hand rail,
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
know what to do." I paused an instant upon me. instantly they Diazea witn
shattering one of the supports, and the
to get a grip on my thougnts. I need excitement, although I noticed he took
broad steps were scarred and splinsudden step backward in the first
not tell all, confess my identity, or
tered. The man lay face upward, his
relations with shock of surprise, his hand dropping
mention
my
personal
feet inside the hallway, one side of
the daughter. "I am a soldier, Colonel to the butt of a pistol In his belt.
bis head crushed in. He was roughly
'By all the gods!" he exclaimed
Mortimer, in Maxwell's brigade of
dressed in woolen shirt and patched
What brought me sharply. "If it isn't the spy! I miss
army.
Washington's
smallclothes, and wore gold hoops in
here has nothing to- do with the pres- the red jacket, but I know the face.
bis ears, his complexion dark enough
ent slory. I was In the fight over yon- Mister Lieutenant Fortesque:"
Cor a mulatto, with hands seared and
"Major Lawrence, if you please," I
der near Mount Laurel night before
itwlsted.
returned quietly.
Surely the fellow was no
last, when we captured Delavan's for0
Well not quarrel over the name.
soldier; he appeared more to me like The
train "
Body of a Dead Man Lay Across age
one who had followed the sea. I
"What!" burst in the dragoon off- I've had occasion to know you under
the
Threshold,
both; bearing one you were a spy.
stepped over his body, and glanced the
length of the hall. The chandelier was house. Of this I was satisfied, yet icer. "Was Delavan defeated, then? beneath the other a leader of banditti.
I'll hang you with equal pleasure un
shattered, the glass gleaming under with the realization there came a sud- Hadnt Grant Joined him?"
"Yes to both questions, sir. Dela- der either." Suddenly he Beemed to
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among al
foot, the stair rail broken into a Jagged den comprehension of my own helpvan was killed, and Grant surrendered. remember where we were, and his
splinter, and a second man, Bhot lessness to be of any aid.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
to
"I wish to get a permit
dig ut
From the window where I stood not He and his men were paroled, and face flushed with newly aroused rage.
through the eye, rested half upright
sale
on
Main
street."
the
pavement
Ho
the
visible.
last
evening
Just beyond
a house was
"But first you'll explain what you are
started for Philadelphia
propped against the lower step.
That property you want to sell isiWORTH MOST to somethe president of tbe gas company
was a
fellow, no better orchard the roads forked, a
from here."
doing here at Elmhurst. Da you know
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
who
Ther
that
we
can't
"Why,
give you
branch circling to the left, and
dressed than the one without, but with
"From here!" incredulously. "That whose home this is?"
in Main street "
isn't
any
hill.
pavement
of
a
of
over
Lauhear
the
to
not
"Most
pistol
Mount
determined
edge
your property unless it were advertised here.
a belt about him, containing
disappearing
assuredly,"
must be a lie, colonel, for
"I know; but 1 want the permit st
lose my temper, or to be moved by
and knife. His yellow teeth protiud-in- As I traced it with my eyes a con- rel is between here and the city."
that we can dig up the pavement ai
fiend-isOthers, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
siderable body of mounted men sudgave his ghastly features a
"Nevertheless, it is no lie," I re- bis threats. "It is the property of soon as there is one
Colonel
of
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
the
the
look. Beyond him a pair of legs denly appeared on the summit. WithQueen's
young
(and
Mortimer,
torted promptly, looking
stuck out from behind the staircase, out fear that they could see me at that fool in the eyes. "I was hiding here Rangers."
used
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
"And and you you came here to
HARD LUCK
clad in long cavalry boots, and above distance I watched eagerly as they for reasons of my own when they
J
musical instruments.
and
1L.1
sort,
tramnlne in along mac rou
these, barely showing, the green cloth trotted down the long slope. They ramfi
again see the daughter?" he quesof the Queen's Rangers. Then Grant were plainly a squadron of British . . tn mI(jdie 0f the forenoon yes tioned, as though half regretting the
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
bad not gone when this attacs: was Dragoons, their arms and cross-Deitterday. There was near a hundred indiscretion of such a suspicion.
of
dust
the
in
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
spite
shining in the sun,
"Oh, no, captain; you do the lady
Hessians and Rangers, with two Ger
hoofs.
horses'
their
a
kicked
I
them
heard
came
by
here
I
a
Grant.
up
best markets!
and
man
officers,
grave
injustice.
men
made, or else he had left some
I waited until convinced they were tell Mistress Mortimer this was the prisoner, very much against my will,
behind? I dragged the body out into
coming to the house, before drawing
they were sure not even aware whose plantation this
the light so I might see the face it back out of sight. It was difficult to nearest place where and
that they in was. I had no suspicion that Mistress
of
in
provisions,
finding
had
who
helped
was the Irishman
decide what was best for me to do. tended to remain until night. I don't Mortimer was outside Philadelphia
my capture.
Should I wait, trusting to my rough know what happened after that, ex until I overheard your conversation
I stood staring down at him, and clothing, and pass myself o: as a coun- ceDt that the officers went inside, and with her."
about me into the dismantled room, tryman, or take advantage of the brief the men marched around to the back
"Overheard! You! In God's name,
endeavoring to clear my brain and time left in which to escape? If I to eat theirbreakfast."
where were you "
diffso
not
was
out.
It
exthis
figure all
essayed the first choice I could
"What became of you ?"
"In this room; with both doors ajar
icult to conceive what had occurred, plain the situation, and start these
I had other business, and never it was impossible not to hear. You
"Oh,
a
to
very bit of evidence pointing
troopers on the trail; if not they might eot back along here until Just at day spoke somewhat angrily, you may reSingle conclusion. Grant had searched fail to understand and ride on thought- lleht this morning. Then I found member, not finding the lady as grathe house for Eric, and discovered no lessly. What such a body of mounted things this way."
cious in her reception as expected."
signs of his presence; whatever had men were doing in the neighborhood
"You don't know what occurred.
The sarcasm in my tone stung him,
the
I could merely guess at either they then?"
subsequently happened between
but the surprise was so great that he
Jusnot
felt
had
she
on
York
and
New
himself,
to
were riding through
girl
"No more than you do. But I've got could only rip out an oath.
tified in releasing me while he and some matter of importance, or else had
tmtrnrns, Qm yym
"I thought you would have also
my
opinion. It's this Grant and his
must
have
bis men remained. They
been sent out hurriedly to discover fellows must have left as seon as it
I con
at
that
time,"
swearing
well
departed soon after dark,
what had become of Delavan's fora- was dark, taking the west road, which tinued coolly, "only you scarcely dared
First Countryman Here comes the
upon their long march toward gers. This supposition was the more was
cause of your missing them. venture so far. You had previously sheriff tc seize your farm.
the
d
Elmhurst
leaving
the Delaware,
likely, and they had taken the wrong It is likely from this man Mike's body, boasted to me of your engagement to
Second Countryman He cant. It'i
except for its mistress and her road, thus missing Grant and his men that your
daughter and her party were the lady, and it naturally was a sur in my wife's name.
the
neither
Servants. The fact that
in the darkness.
It couldn't have prise to observe how lovingly she
etlll in the house.
First Countryman Tea; but youi
eniady nor Peter had opened thewould
The must have cut through the or- been much later when these others greeted youwife has eloped with
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them,

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it,

23
3

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. if $

s

E

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X

X

3

3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN 2.
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Make a

Start Now;

Complete soda
sale cheap. White Kitchen.

Give it a Trial
And see how much better you will feel at the end of the month.

HI

'

TAKE CARE OF THE PENNIES
And the Dollars will take Care of Themselves
WE SAVE YOU MONEY

On nearly everything you need for your table.

IKE DAVIS
The Cash Crocer.

TO BREAK ALL RECORDS

Three bull fox terries for sale.
1027 Sixth street.

9.

Try a dram
at the Opera

A musical treat May 9,
of Old Taylor bourbon
All artists.
Bar.
opera house.

Complete soda water fountain for
sale cheap. White Kitchen.

at Duncan

MEAT, BUTTER AND EGG8 WILL
SOON BEGIN TO GO SKYWARD,
8AY8 EDITOR.

Schubert

Cqncert company.

For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth
street. Must be sold In the next 30
If you wish to sell your ranch or
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond.
city property list them with F. J.
612
Lincoln avenue.
Wesner,
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged pany will hold Its regular monthly
In the wood. Direct from distillery business meeting this evening in its
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
station house on the West side.
and Mrs. X, Copeland have
M)
Mrs. L. J. Stoneroad has presented
leased the house at 302 Washington
to the park board a number of young
avenue and will remove there in the
trees. These will be set out in the
near future.
triangular park at Fourth and Grand
Mrs. C. I. Consldine, who has been
The board of trustees of the New
setiouBly ill at her home on the mesa,
is reported to be considerably im Mexico hospital for the insane will
meet Tuesday of next week for the
proved.
puurpose of considering bills for sup
and the Cubs will plies for the institution during "the
The
meet Sunday afternoon at Amuse- next six months.
ment park at 3 o'clock in the third
and deciding game of the series.
E. T. Plowman, manager of the
Each team has a victory chalked up, Casteneda hotel, underwent a third
the
having won two Sun operation Wednesday afternoon in
days ago by a score of 4 to 2 and Kansas City. It is thought that this
the Cubs having defeated the All- - last operation was more successful
Stars 4 to 2 last Sunday afternoon. than the others, though Mr PlowBoth games have been close and the man's condition is still serious.
coming contest will no doubt be a
hot one. The batteries will be an
The Epworth league of the First
nounced tomorrow.
Methodist church will be host at a
hard times social on the evening of
The members of the Meadow City May 6. Something entirely out of the
Dancing club are requested to meet ordinary will bef on the program of
at the office of Charles Onion Sun- the evening's entertainment, and all
day afternoon at 3 o'clock. A large guests will wear old clothes under the
attendance is desired, as business of penalty of a fine to be imposed by a
importance will be brought up for committee in charge. An admission
consideration.
of 10 cents will be charged. Delicious
a
refreshments will be served
The Modern Woodmen of America good time is promised everyone who
will hold a basket social this even attends.
ing in the W. O. W. hall, 614 Sixth
street. The hall will be open at 7:30
This morning five special trains,
p. m. and the Woodmen will act as
carrying the last of Hhe Shriners en
hosts to the relatives of the members, route to Los
Angeles to attend the
friends of the order and the auxiliary,
the
of
Imperial Council, pass
meeting
the Royal Neighbors, now being or- ed
the first carrying ndMes
through,
ganized. Feeling they have been too from Imelia Temple in Buffalo, went
selfish in confining all their enter
at 5:30 o'clock this morning.
tainments to the members, they have through
The second iPrainload of Shriners was
Issued invitations and thrown the from E Jebel temple of Denver and
hall open to their friends with a view
went through here at 6 o'clock; the
to getting better acquainted. The
carired members of Mizpah Temthird
committee in charge is Messers. PrenFort Wayne, Ind., and passed
of
ple
tice, Noll and Stewart Harry L. Cut
at 7:55 o'clock; fourth carthrough
ler will act a reception committee
of Molia Temple of St.
ried
members
assisting them. An excellent pro
and
Mo.,
Joe,
through at 8:15
passed
gram has been arranged for the eventrain
o'clock.
The
last
load, which
ot
ing and Till be under the direction
Meadow
went
the
City at
through
and
Messrs.
Batchelor, Prentice
10:45 carried representatives of Mos-laMod-erGreen. It is expected that every
Temple of Dertoit.
Woodman, local and visiting, will

New York. May 3. The next 12
months will see some newa records in
high prices for meats, eggs and but
ier, In the belief of H U Preston
editor of a trade paper. The cold sea
son has put the hens far behind in
their work, the expert declares, and
the supply of butter in sight is not
likely to equal the public demand.
The price for potatoes would go to
$8 a barrel, he adds, if it were not for
Irish and Belgian importations. The
cabbage crop is snort and cabbages,
like artichokes, are becoming luxur
ies. Poultry is the one product, he
declares, that has not risen in price
by leaps and bounds.

California Head Lettuce
Cauliflower
Spinach
Celery
Fresh Tomatoes (Finfj).,,,.
ijrreen

unions

New Potatoes
Parsley
on! At
New Dry Onions
Asparagus
Green Beans

;'--

Rhubarb
Turnips
Parsnips
Horseradish Root.
STRAWBERRIES

AND
"

PINEAPPLES

J.

GROCER.

Jefferson Raynolds President
Hattett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

i

be present to make this, the first entertainment of this nature, a complete success.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

"Everybody is
IV

M.

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
,

Interest Paid on

Doing Wha
Sending us (heir Laundry.

Why?

I

Time Deposits

Because we succeed in

u

Our methods are

Masmnaa

MODERN

At The Home of Quality

and SANITARY.

See for Yourself.

Try a bead of that nice

CABBAGE

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

With a nice pa$e of

CORN

BlEF

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

GRAAF

ft

5c

HAY WARD CO. STORE

FIELO

v
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

SUITS

Are Models of Perfection.
The treasury
Washington,
department has withdrawn its oppo
sition to the coinage of additional
denominations of money and is not
opposing the bill introduced by Rep
resentative' Bulkley of Ohio, providcent
ing for three cent and one-hapieces. George Roberts, director ol
the mint, today declared that the
treasury is passive In the matter ani
will offer no objections if precautions
are taken to guarantee distinctiveness in design.
If the bill is enacted into law the
three cent piece will be made about
the size of a nickel with either a hole
in the center or a scalloped edge. The
cent piece will
design of the one-habe considerably smaller than the ditut
and will have a scalloped edge. These
designs have been practically agreed
upon in conferences between treas
ury officials and members of

M. GREBNBBRGBR.

lf

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an
of it.

lf

ELECTRIC IRON.

Lls

THIS HOUSE MUST BE SOLD AT
ONCE.
No. 1016 Fifth street. Six room,

Vegas Light & Power Co.

modern house, 3 lots, fine outbuild
ings. Let us tajik to you about this
now.

The

Brass Beds

Inv. and Agency Corporation.

For Sale Seevral city homes and
mountain ranches on easy terms, also
a good paying business tor $600 cash.
F. J. Wesner.

were never so
cheap before

Cafe De LuxeiI

t,

REGULAR

DINNER

?

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35c
Finest

!

A La Carte Bill in

BARNES & RUSH,

the State- -

Props.

FRESH

I

This elegant 2 inch post Genuine
Brass Bed only $13.50

Ad elegant line just

received

In price $13.50 to $40.00
If nothing more, call and .tee these beautiful new designs
IT. WILL COST YOU NOTHING TO LOOK

J.

G.

J0HNSEN & SON.

"Complete Furnishers of the Home''

SUNNY
BROOK
RANCH

Lame back is usually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles of the
back, for which you will find nothing
better than Chamberlain's Liniment
For sale by all dealers.

Pumpkin Seed
SMALL SUGAR

i

OUR NEW SPRING

3

May

BUTTER

AT THE

N

CIRCULATION.

HOW TO GET BAIT.

Dallas, May 3. Colonel "Bill" Ster-etfor many years a Washington
who fornewspaper correspondent,
sook journalism to become game warden to the' commonwealth in his home
state of Texas, today gave out plans
for a labor-savindevice in gathering fishworms. Colonel Sterett, in overcoming a state law, recently made
out a blanket license) "to the world,'"
entitling everybody to fish in Texas
waters. Explaining his flshworm apparatus. Colonel Sterrett said:
"You take a broom handle three
and one-hafeet long and drive it
into a spot likely to be inhabited by
angleworms. Leave ah end sticking
up about six inches. Then take a
rough board and rob It over the top
of the broom handle. This rubbing
will cause a vibration of the earth,
and the worms, angry' and disturbed,
will work their way out of the ground.
A fellow can get a pail full of worms
in a short time."
"But, Colonel," asked a reporter,
"doesn't it take work to rub the board
8n top of the stick?"
"Get a negro to rub the board." ex
claimed the colonel.

FOR YOUR DINNER TOMORROW

--

ACQ.

s. VTr.RM

au

lf

pleasing our customers.

NEW

MlCHAF

AND ONE HALF
CENT
THREE
CENT PIECES TO BE PUT IN

g

uoing it

Surplus, and Undividbd PkJdfits $35,000
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SOON

WILL BE MADE

All-Sta-
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H. STEARNS

V

CHEAP MONEY ISSUE

All-Sta-

For Saturday
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PROVISIONS

water fountain for

Schubert Concert Co. here
May

3, 191Z

MAY

don't forget the data

May

PAY CASH and PAY LESS

FRIOAY,

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

LARGE CHEESE

LARGE FIELD

15c per 4 lb.
50c per lb.
PUMPKIN
5 lbs. for $2.00
1--

per pkt.
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f
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Boucher's

"The Store of Satisfaction"

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

ReOULAR RETAIL. V ALU ft, S1B.OO
and oar
We purchased several carload of this beautiful dinner-warUrn
purchase enabled the manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
and a very low price. We are charging- part of the cost to "advertising-expense,and only ask yon to pay a percentage of tbe actual cost of the
"Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
set. It is of a beantlful
In any retail china store. It Is guaranteed by both
quality for less than SMourselves.
and
the manufacturer
mere IS a coupon in every saca ui uibahas b r jour, oenu us nve
coupons and $3.9 In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send yon one oi tnese Deautirui sew uy ireignc. aoureia cou pons and re-- Is
mitranAA to The nhina Danartment of the Larabee Flour Mil
Company.
lie sure ui write your name anu auaresa piaiuijr.
Hutchinson, Kansas,
The coupons In LARABEE '8 Flour are also (rood for Rogers' 811verware
and otber valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
GERMANEMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED

FR
SALE
BY

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

11

GROCEKS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

